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Fermilab is now in the final con:1truction and 
OOUlllissioning phase or the Tevatron and Pbar Source. With 
the completion or the construction at the D'1I Colliding 
Detectcr Hall and the HR 00 Overpass, the Tevatron program 
ln!t!ated !n 1979 with the Energy Saver ~oject and !n 1981 
with the TeV I project will reach oanpletion. The °" 
colliding detector and low-8 quads which are not part or the 
TeV I i:roJect are planned ror completion in 1989. Thus with 
the superconducting ring capable or accelerating and storing 
beams to about 900 GeV, extensive modification to the Main 
Ring and with the two new Pbar. Source_r!ngs, Debuncher and 
Accl.ll!Ulator, we are on the threstiold or pp collider operation 
a.e well a.e the fixed target operation begun in 1983. Initial 
camnlssioning or all Collider systems culminated in October 
1985 wl th the succes.srul detection of ooll ision.s in the 00 
CDF detector. (Figtre 1.) The oonstruction and operational 
activities or tne past tew years outlined in Fig. 2, 
illustrates the staged conversion or the lab complex rran 
oonventional 400 GeV tixed target facility to the 
technologically and scientifically exciting PP 
superconducting collider. 'With the recam:iissioning this 
fall, year-round operation (except for aOOut two ironths eaeh 
year) for collider or fixed target is expected to begin and, 
hopefully, continue for the next four to five years 
uninterrupted. Initial Collider operation will be with three 
small experiments at CQl, Dal, and E0 in addition to the large 
W CDF detector. 

The ~esent Fermilab accelerator canplex is illu,,trated 
in Figs. 3a, b. The Hain Ring and Tevatron are in the sane 
tunnel and have an average radius or 1 OOOm. The Debuncher 
and Accl.lllUl.ator are in the same tunnel and have average 
radii or 80.4 and 75.ll5m respectively. The Booeter also has 
a radiue of 75.45m and all three of these rings operate at 8 
GeV kinetic energy, with the Booster accelerating beam rrom 
200 MeV kinetic energy. nie Main Ring, which was originally 
built as a 400'"'500 GeV fixed target accelerator, has now been 
modified with two overpasses at the two major colliding 
detectors which elevate the ring by 6m at 8" and 2m at 00 
respectively. 1 This last running period operation with the 
~overpass was successfully carried out. In addition, other 
mdifications at F17 have permitted extraction or 120 GeV 
beam to the pbar target. 1hese modifications have called for 
replacements or sane regular ~ain Ring dipoles with other 
magnets such as vertical bends ~wtiich has necessitated 
doubling the excitation in adjacent aegnets to twice ncxrJinal. 
Thus, Main Ring peak ~xcitation is now _200 MeV and operates 
at 120 GeV for the p production targeting and 150 GeV for 
injection into the TeV. Extensive work on Main Ring RF has 
also been done to facilitate the manipul~tions required for 
bunch rotation ~ior to extraction for p target production 
and far bunch ooalescing prior to injection or single bunches 
into the Tevatron for storage, 

The TeV I Collider operation has been described in 
nlmlef'ou.9 references2 and can be broken down into the Pbar 
Production operation and the Tevatron Collider operation. 

I. PBAR PRODUCTION OPERATION 

Pbar Production Cycle (at the Main Ring repetition rate, 
nominal o.~ Hz). 

a) Injection of one Booeter bateh {8~ RF bunches, f'ull 
circl.ll'lference or the t:ooster) into the Main Ring and 
acceleration to 120 GeV, 
b) RF bunch rotation,, in the Main Ring to produce narrow 
time spread bunches (_0,8 ns full width at base). This is 
done by first lowering the RF to minimize the maoentl.111 spread 
•Operated by Universities Researeh Association, Inc. under 
contract with the Department of Energy. 

then quickly raising it and allowing the mismatched beam to 
undergo 1/4 synchrotron oscillation ~!or to extraction.) 
c) Elctraction f'rom the Main Ring, targeting or the beam on 
a tungsten target, and focussing of the secondaries by a 
lithil.D lens. (See paper this conference.) 
d) Injection of secondaries into the Debuncher ring and a 
continuation or the bunch rotation~ or the secondaries which 
have narrow time spread and large manentum spread, ti.p/p .. 3% 
full width, by a 1/4 synchrotron oscillation followed by 
adiabatic debunching to produce a deb.mehed beam with 
op/p-0.25~. _ _ 
e) TI"le 7•10 ' particle p beam ls then betatron cooled frcm 
201r to 511' emittance for the duration of the cycle. The 
cooling system ror each plane- has 500W ?J'tler with a gain or 
135 db at 2-~ Cllz, 
f) The beam is transferred to the Acc\.lllulator, bunched at 
53 !"liz• and decelerated to the stack tail, where the stack 
tail cooling' llK>Ves the beam away from the stacking orbit in 
2 sec and into the core at 6 HeV/sec initial rate. The stack 
tail gain is exponentially decreasing toward the oore which 
is 60 MeV away. It takes two hours fer beam to reach the 
core. The stack tail system has 1600 watts fer mcmentwn 
cooling with 150 db gain at 1-2 CHz. !be betatron cooling 
a~tem haB 21CM' hOrir.ontal and 20W vertical power with a gain 
of 125 db at 1-2 CHz. 
g) The stack core 8)'8tElll, using stochastic stacking 
developed by Vander Meer, continuoU5ly builds up the higher 
density stack and after about foll" hours densities of 
10 11 /HeV with about llx1011 particles with ll.p/p_0.07i are 
expected. Betatron cooling ha.8 reduced the transverse 
emittance to 21r umnr. 

The ccre cooling system has 30 watts of power for 
monentum cooling and ten each fer betatron cooling with gain 
or 105 db at 2~4 CHz. {The operation or the Debuncher and 
Accoorulator cooling syst~ is given 1n a separate paper at 
this conference.) 

Pbar Source Cculnissioning. 

C00111issioning or the ?bar Sol.l'"'ce started January 17, 
1985 and was carried out parasitically to High Energy Physics 
operation until the end of August when dedicated time was 
devoted to the final SOlr'ce and Collider coomissioning that 
lasted until October 13. Cross talk between the Main Ring 
and Tevatron power supplies and magnetic fields r;rod.uced scxne 
operational difficulties, which hopefully have been rectified 
during the pa.st shutdown. The comnissioning activities used 
primary ~otons at 8 GeV or seoonda.ry P"otons at B_GeV 
produced fran 120 GeV primaries, or secondary 8 GeV p's. 
Protons were used extensively to Check all systerns of the 
transport, Debuncher, and Acc\.lllulator with beam ~oceeding in 
the eame direction ~ the f£nal P beam but with opFCJsite 
magnet polarity, The final p bunching, extraction frcrn the 
Acc1.111ulator and transport to the Main Ring, was Checked by 
sending 8 GeV ~otorui fran the Main Ring backward into the 
AcclDUlator. 

Since October, a nB'vl' line (APll) fran the Booster to the 
Pbar Source had been oamllssioned in Fetruary 1986, and 
allows operation or the Debuncher and AcclDUlator without the 
Hain Ring. This mde cannot be U!ed to study the i::roduction 
targetry or the AP1, AP2, and AP3 transport lines and their 
transfer into the rings, but has been used to measure the 
aQ'.nittanoe or the rings. 

The Pbar Source conmissioning milestones are listed in 
Table I. Major obetacles to the COUJDi55ioning process were 
as follows. 

a) A piece or cardtoard had been left on one or the vacuiin 
pieces dwing installation. 



b) Collapsed bellows restricted the aperture and made 
stacking difficult, and the reluctance of the cODlllissioners 
to open the vacuum system and check. 
c) The failure of the transformer for the lithium lens 
which required operating a factor of two below design. 
d) The required care needed in tuning and aligning the 
Accumulator cooling system. 

TABLE I 
Antiproton Source CODlllissioning Milestones 

August 16, 1983 
January 29, 1985 
March 17 

April 12 
April 15 
April 21 
May 15 
May 22 
May 25 
June 6 

June 15 
June 19 

June 20 
June 23 

July 20 

August 23 

August 30 
September 
September 

September 
September 
September 
October 3 
October 5 
October 8 

October 13 

3 
7 

8 
9-14 
25 

croundbreaking for Pbar Source enclosure. 
Beam transported from Main Ring to target. 
120 GeV beam focus~d at the target 
location. 
Beam transported to end of AP2. 
Debuncher installation complete. 
Circulating beam in the Debuncher. 
Antiproton yield measured at end of AP2. 
Accuniulator installation complete. 
Secondary proton beam debunched. 
30 turns observed in Accumulator (via 
AP3). 
Beam cooled in DebWlcher. 
Piece of cardtoard found and removed from 
Accumulator. 
Circulating beam in the Accumulator. 
Accumulator beam decelerated to stacking 
orbit. 
Beam transferred from Debuncher to 
Accumulator. 
Replace six collapsed bellows in the 
Accumulator. 
Core cooling system commissioned. 
First stochastic stacking of protons. 
Reverse polarities. First antii:rotons 
seen in Debuncher. 
108 antiprotons accllllUlated. 
CDF detector installed. 
10~ antiprotons acclE!ulated. 
First antiprotons extracted. 
First antiprotons observed in Main Ring. 
9xl0 9 antiprotons accumulated at 10 9 

antiprotons/hr, 1.3x10 9 antiprotons 
accelerated in the Main Ring and ob.served 
in the Tevatron. 
First proton-antiproton collisions at 1.6 
TeV. 

Table II indicates the performance of the Source at the 
end of the conmissioning period and the goal for the 1986/87 
test run. As can be seen from Table II tt!ere was an overall 
reduction factor of 150 from the designed p production rate. 

_The major missing factor, 2)&3) (_10), was in the flux 
of p's transported from the target and captured in the 
Debuncher. This is due to apert\.U'e restrictions in the AP2 
transport line and the injection devices into the Debuncher, 
in emittance dilution due to poor matching and injection 
oscillations, and to the acceQtance of the Debuncher which 
was measured to be (10-12irx10 ~ m) 2 instead of the design 
(20.)'. 

Since the COll'lllissioning run in October, the Debuncher 
has been operated with beam from the Booster and AP4 line. 
All but the essential small aperture devices were rero::>ved and 
the acceptance was improved to 23nK27u over the wh.Jle 4% 
momentum aperture. The flDlall aperture devices; kickers, 
pickups, Lambertson magnets, µwave cut off, etc, have since 
been reinstalled with motorized stands and the acceptance is 
now 22nx22u over 3 1/2% momentum aperture. In addition, 
potential aperture restrictions in the AP2 line have been 
identified and larger aperture magnets installed. 
Unfortunately this line and transfer into the Debuncher 
cannot be checked until the Main Ring is operational again. 

The second largest missing factor 1)&8) (_5) came from 
the Main Ring intensity and repetition rate. Intensities 
greater than 1012 were not effective because of longitudinal 
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emittance growth in the Main Ring and Booster which caused 
the bunch length at targeting time to be too long. This 
resulted in a momentum spread too large for the injection 
orbit aperture of the Accumulator. During the past shutdown, 
modifications have been made to the Main Ring vacuum chamber 
impedance which should reduce the longitudinal growth and the 
Booster is being outfitted with a pulsed quadrupole Yt jump. 

The Main Ring cycle time averaged about 5 sec wherea~ 
the design called for 2 sec. Actual time between p 
production cycles was 4 sec and these were intersper~d with 
other types of ramps in the supercycle to give the 5 sec 
average. For the most part operational convenience dictated 
the cycle time which can easily be cut to 3 sec, and possibly 
with care to 2.2 sec. 

An easier way to improve the average targeting rate may 
be to load three Booster batches into the Main Ring on each 
cycle and target them individually on Main Ring flattop. As 
this will require going through the bunch rotation process 
multiple times and consequently may dilute the longitudinal 
phase space, it must be studied before being adopted. If 
successful then the time duration between targeting pulses on 
flattop will be limited by the lithium lens heating and the 
Debuncher cooling rates. 

Of the remaining missing factor of 3, most is associated 
with decelerating to the stack tail orbit. The speculation 
here is that there was a rather large octupole tune vs. 
momentum variation which may have caused losses on the 0.625 
resonance as the beam was moved from the injection to stack 
tail orbit. Since CODll'lissioning, strong octupole corrections 
have been added. 

The Accumulator aperture has recently been measured 
using the Booster and AP4 line after small aperture devices 
were removed. It was found to be 9irK8n (10- 5m h, v) on the 
injection orbit and 14nK91r on the central orbit. This is to 
be compared with the design aperture of 10rrx10rr. During the 
commissioning test the effective apertures may have been 
considerably smaller, but this did not affect 
operationbecause the lone cycle time and low intensity 
allowed for Debuncher cooling of the beam to 3n instead of 
the design ?n. A new closed orbit system with additional 
vertical steerings from large dipoles is being implemented 
and the small aperture devices will be put on motorized 
stands for remote positioning. With these modifications and 
with alignment of the vacuum chamber it is expected that the 
Accumulator aperture will be adequate. 

1l1e stochastic cooling systems could not be rigorously 
checked because the P flux entering the accumulator stack was 
atout a factor of 40 below design. 

ReCOUl!lissionine studies this coming fall will 
concentrate on stochastic cooling studies in the Accumulator 
and targeting injection studies into the Debuncher. 

II. TEVATRON COLLIDER OPERATION 

In order to load the Tevatron with three bunches of 
protons and three bunches of pbars for Collider operation the 
following steps must be performed. 

Loading Procedure 

a) Check out of all transfers as outlined in Check Out 
Procedure. 
b) Load the three proton bunches into locations in Tevatron 
separated by 1/3 of the ring circumference. In this 
operation the Main Ring is cycled from 8 to 150 GeV three 
time and on each cycle: 
i. About 9-11 RF bunches of protons are extracted from the 

Booster to the Main Ring and accelerated to 150 GeV. 
ii. The Main Ring and Tevatron are phase locked and the 

relative circumferential position of the Main Ring beam 
to its desired position in the Tevatron is measured. 

iii. The Main Ring is then 11cogged" by a programmed change 
in RF frequency or radial position such that f2n6Rdn=8C 
makes up the desired circumference adjustment and phase 
look is restored. 

iv. 1l1e RF bunches are coalesced into one bunch. 7 In this 



v. 

c) 
takes 
i. 

1 i. 

iii. 

iv. 

v. 

process the normal 53 MHz, h•1113, RF voltage is 
lowered or parapiased to _1 kV to reduce the t..p/p. The 
2.5 Kiz, h•53, and 5 Kiz, h•106, are turned on quickly 
so that the 9-11 bunches undergo as a unit 1 /4 
synchrotron oscillation of 2.5 Kiz frequency in a 
mismatched bucket, and are recaptured in a single 53 
Kiz bucket when this RF is ti.rned up again at the end 
of the 1/4 oscillation. 
The single bll'lch of beam is then transferred to the 
Tevatron at 150 GeV._ 
Loading the three p bunches into the Tevatron then 
place in ttree separate Main Ring cycles. 
In the accl.lllulator an h•2, 1. 2 ~z system with one 
supi:ressed bucket is used to extract a fraction of the 
beam (up to about 1/3) fran the core. 
When the one bunch of beam has been accelerated to the 
extraction orbit, a second h•2 RF system is tUT'ned on 
with higher voltage and the b.mch in the b.J.cket is 
shortened. 
This bunch is then adiabatically bunched at 53 MHz 
(h·8~) into ap)Y'oximately nine bunches. 
1he antii:rotons are then extracted fran the 
accllDulator, injected into the Main Ring, capti.red in 
the 53 MHz Main Ring RF system, and accelerated to 150 
GeV where they are cogged and coalesced and transferred 
to the Tevatron in a way similar to the proton 
operation, except now the pbars must be injected mid
way between the proton bunches so that the injection 
kicker does not disturb the irotona. 
The accl.IDulator :_:1.tack must be reoooled for a few 
minutes before another set of bunches can be extracted 
from the accunulator. 

d) Once three bunches of protons and antiprotons are in 
the Tevatron, they are accelerated to 800-1000 GeV and 
stored. 
e) The lC\orB quads at 00 1 are then turned on and the B* at 
the Colliding Detector (CDF) is squeez.ed to lm frm the 
normal optics of 70m. 
f) Finally, the i:rotons and pbars, which are controlled by 
two ortOOgonal 53 MHz RF systems, are "cogged" or rotated 
with respect to one another to bring them into collision at 
the center of the detector. This final step ifl necessary 
because of their relative spacing required dlD"ing injection. 

Collider COIIIllissioning. 

Commissioning of the Hain Ring and Tevatron for Collider 
operation started in 1984 after installation of the low-a 
quads at 8"', tOOugh tests and storage of the bunch coalescing 
had started even earlier. 

Developnent and accelerator studies in folD" areas were 
necessary: Hain Ring RF manipulations; controls and 
applications software support to carry out the orchestration 
of various types of accelerator cycles, and sequences of 
cycles; Tevatron storage and lov-6 squeeze sequence; and 
finally the study time testing of various beam tran.sfers, 
storage steps and sequences. Table III lists the milestones 
associated with the Tevatron and Main Ring Collider 
co!llJlissioning. 
Main Ring RF. Extensive work on the Hain Ring RF has been 
carrie<:I. out over the pa.st few ~arf., ConsiCLerable effort has 
gone into the low level .system and controls so that: low 
intensities, i.e. just a few b.Jnches, fewx10 10 particles can 
be accelerated witOOut difficulty; so that the 18 !-fl cavities 
which produce 4MV of RF can be prograamed (paraphased) in two 
sets of nine cavities, such that the vector s1..111 voltage can 
be (recisely lowered to _1-2 kV, while the 2.5 and 5 r-tiz 
systems are performing the bunch rotation. A digitally 
controlled frequency generator was developed for use on Main 
Ring flattop to lock the beam to the Tevatron RF and perform 
the precise cogging operation. The same type of hardware is 
ooed in the Tevatron' for the final collision cogging. All 
this is coordinated with beam sync clock marker system which 
specifies where aziruthally the beam bunches sOOuld be in 
each of the accelerators at any time. 
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TABlE III 
TEV COLLIDER AND MAIN RING COfoMISSIONING 

MILES'IONES 

1983 
July 3 

August 19 
November 9 

1984 
February 15 ... 
April 2 
April 18 
May 16 
July 16 -
Janual"y 5, 1 985 

1985 
February 11 
June 6 
June 18 
August 28 
August 22 
August 29 
September 9-13 
Septemtier 19 

October 5 
October 8 

October 10 
October· 12-13 

First beam accelerated to 512 GeV in 
Tevatron. 
First stored beam, qoo GeV, 13 minutes. 
Beam stored for three OOurs. 

60 low-B installation and SOD GeV 
comnissioning. 
S*•2m at 400 GeV. 
S*•lm at 400 GeV. 
Shutdown F17-DIJ overpass 
construction. 

B*•lm at 800 GeV. 
Reverse injection TeV 
Coalesced beam to TeV. 

to MR. 

Stored coalesced bunches. 
Used Sequencer µr:ogram. 
Start dedicated p studies, TeV off. 
CDF Detector installed, TeV on. 
Injected three coalesced IJ"Oton bunches. 
MR cogging operational. 
First antii:rotons injected in Main Ring. 
First complete system check out. -Pbars 
accelerated in MR. 
2 beam to TeV. 
p to BOO GeV - collision point cogging -
low-B - collisions detected. 

Controls and Applications Programs Flexible control to 
accoll'IJlOdate different types of accelerator beam cycles, 
sequences of cycles, and a variety of beam transfers had to 
be developed. In particular, the Main Ring has become the 
workhorse accelerator and can be i:rogranmed to carry out a 
nllllber of different types of cycles, such as 150 GeV 
accelerated beam for injection into the TeV for fixed target 
physics,_120 GeV beam. to the P target for p_production, 8 GeV 
beam to p rings for tune up, proton and p acceleration for 
injection into the Tevatron for Collider storage, and a 
reverse injection cycle where i:rotons are taken fron the 
Tevatron to the Main Ring for check out of the transfer of 
pbars fran the Main Ring to the Tevatron. 

A Time Line Generator 10 was developed which allows an 
arbitrary variety and repetition of these types of cycles 
within a supercycle which itself can be the standard rev 
fixed target ramp, or de storage at 150 GeV or at flattop. 
The software for control of the Tevatron had to be developed 
so that it could be frozen at the injection level, ramped to 
peak energy and frozen at that level. The magnets a5SOCiated 
with turning on the lcw-6 optics (four lOW'""B quad supply 
circuits supply 20 steering elements and five global tune and 
chromatic! ty supplies), had to be programed through 28 steps 
in order to get to the lm B* optics. 

Finally, a Sequencer 11 was developed which controls the 
other application programs and can load different Time Line 
Generator files, Tevatron ramp.files, or low-B flqueeze files, 
and it can also activate lists of data ba.se "set" requests. 
Thus, once the Sequencer files are set up the operator has 
only to request the particular sequence to be performed next 
Instead of loading numerous files and settings him..~lf. 
Types of sequences which are supported are: 

1. Test reverse injection Main Ring to Accl.lllulator. 
2. Test Reverse injection TeV to Main Ring. 
3. Set at 150 CeV/inject protons. 
4. Store p-"otons - 150 GeV. 
5. Inject antii:rotons. 
6. Store anti}l"otons - 150 GeV. 
7. Ramp to 800 GeV and store. 
8. Turn on low-B. 
9. Vary parameters. 



1 O. Recover fra:n low-a. 
11. Recover frcrn store. 
12. Prepare for fixed target. 

Low-6 Quads and Storage. The low-B quads were installed in 
early 1984 so that sufficient time could be devoted to 
accelerator studies involving programming them through the 20 
steps necessary to reach the 1m e* optics condition.' Prior 
to the dedicated studies which started September 1985, there 
were a total of 39 study periods devoted to stcrage and low-B 
quad squeeze i:rogranming adjllE!tments. During these studies a 
total of 21 stores lasting greater than one rour were 
achieved. 12 

Beam Transfer. 'Ille orchestration and checking of various 
transfer schemes was develo~d dlU'ing this time so that 
during the final dedicated carmiss!on1ng a check out 
i:rocedure used Jl"ior to injecting pbars was developed. A 
simplified version of this i:rocedure ls outlined below. The 
first time it was tried, on October 8, it took atout 18 hours 
to complete the check out because of timing i:roblBDS 
uncovered during the testing. 
Check Out Procedures 

1. Establish a normal Main Ring to TeV P"Oton injection 
cycle followed by a reverse injection TeV to Main Ring cycle, 
and tlme up Main Ring to TeV forward transfer and TeV to Main 
Ring reverse transfer (for pbars). 
2. Replace the reverse injection cycle by a pbar injection 
cycle, but with using JTOtons injected into the Main Ring. 
Inject i:rotons into the TeV. Check that i:roton beam in the 
Tevatron is unaffected by the pbar injection kicker and has a 
good lifetime, and that the Main Ring i:roton beam on the pbar 
cycle is kicked out by the pbar injection kicker. 
3. Discontinue pbar µ"eduction cycles and change the APl 
line to 8 GeV, and tune up the Main Ring to ACCl.!llulator 
transfer using p-"otons. 
~- Set kicker timing appropriate for pbars instead of p's 
and check that diagnostic devices are p-"operly set up and 
operating. 
5. Proceed with the loading i:rocedure. 

The final tests with antiprotons were carried out in four 
sessions: October 5, 8-9, 10-11, 12-13 (Fig. 4), In total 
2><10 10 antiprotons were used in about 23 soots. Thus in 
total atx:iut 1 /3 the nunber of pbars were used as would be in 
a single design intensity bunch of 6><10 10 particles. 
Collision events were detected by the CDF detector on three 
of the last ~rots at an estimated ltminosity of few><102 ~. 

It is obvious that the pbar transfer, acceleration and 
coalescing p-'ocesses were not optimized in the two cbzen shot 
attempts. Table IV gives a very api:roximate sunnary of the 
efficiency of the various i:rocesses. The pbar bunch 
intensity was, of course, the major factor, however, 
transmission coalescing efficiencies in the Main Ring were 
equally bad when combined and deserves sane remarks (Fig. 5). 

First, because the available nunber of pbars was 
uncertain, it was decided to configure the Main Ring RF so 
that a pilot pulse of p-'Otons could be used to run the low 
level RF frequency feedback loops and any use of feedback 
frcxn pb3.r signals could be eliminated. In order to do this 
the Main Ring RF cavities were configured in two groups; one 
to accelerate the protons and one to accelerate the pbars, 
similar to what is done in the Tevatron. Antiµ"otons 
followed by µ"otons were then injected at 8 c.ev while the RF 
was locked to a fixed frequency, feedback fran rroton.s Wafl 

then turned on and the beams accelerated. At transition 
there was oo phase feedback on the antiprotons and a ntrnber 
of them were lost. In a couple of more days this P""Oblem 
could have been rectified. With more antiprotons available 
this IOClde of acceleration will not be used. 

Second, the RF cavity paraphasing for bunch coalescence 
relies on precise cancelation of vector voltages 
independently fran two sets of proton and pbar cavities to 
the order of a fraction of a percent in amplitude and a 
fraction of a degree in phase. Dead reckoning this sensitive 
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alignment is not possible to the accuracy required without 
beam for the final adjustment. Here again there was not 
sufficient time with pbars. Unfortunately protons can not be 
u..~d for this fr'Ocedure because of their different direction 
through the cavities. Thus, the lack of efficient 
coalescence lead to a description of the antif:f'oton 
long! tudinal phase space emittance wi trout increasing the 
bunch intensity. 

The other major factor in Table IV is the p--oton 
coalescing efficiency which unlike the pbars had been 
carefully tlmed but still remained inefficient. Btmch 
coalescing has been recognized as the moot unsuccessful of 
the operations needed in the Main Ring or TeV for Collider 
operation. The design calls for b.rnch intensities of 6,.10 10 

after ooalescings. Maxinun intensities obtained were _4>< 1O 1 0 

with considerable mcrnentum spread, and satellite bunches 
typically of the order of 113 the intensity of the main 
bunch, and a loss of up to half of the total particles that 
were being coalesced. Not only is this inefficient but the 
bunch length during collisions is longer than desirable for 
the experiments, and the large manentt.III sp--ead i:roduces a 
transverse mismatch and dilution Up:Jn transfer into the 
Tevatron because of the vertical dispersion in the Main Ring 
which is not matched in the Tevatron. 

Two possible causes for the difriculties in coalescence 
have been addressed during the present shutdown. First, 
during the RF paraphasing irocess when the beam is debunched 
it is p::lSSible that micro-wave instability could be blowing 
up the moment1.m1 si:read. Microwave signals have been seen 
during the coalescing i;rocess, and estiIIBtes of the vacullll 
chamber impedance also indicate the possibility of 
longitudinal instabilities. A large fraction of the chamber 
impedance canes f'ratl the transition jointf\ at the ends of the 
magnets, and sleeve inserts have now been installed at the 
tOOO or so locations around the ring. 

The other probable cause for inefficient coalescing is 
the lack of i:recise control of the RF SlJll voltage during the 
paraphase procedure. To rectify this during the next run, 
the rinal paraphasing will be done with two cavities and the 
rest will be turned off. In addition, more 2.5 and 5 M-lz RF 
for bunch rotation has been added to make the capture back 
into the 53 MHz bucket more efficient. 

Another difficulty encolll'ltered in the Main Ring, which 
ckles not Show in Table IV, but was very evident during the 
ooomissioning, was a beam instability that occurred during 
the cogging operation. Presumably this was a head tail 
instability aggravated by the fact that the chrcmaticity 
could not be tuned near positive zero for all radial 
positions that were encountered on a statistical pulse--to
pulse basis during the cogging or azimuthal rotation of the 
beam. 1his will be corrected with stronger sextup:ile 
circuits. 

A summary of Tevatron i:roton stored beam measurements 
is given in Table V. This is compiled frcxn the studies 1

' 

with the proton beam alone and indicates adequate lifetines 
and growth rates at lO<i bunch intensity. The tran5verse 
emittance varied tremencbusly fratl store to store and 
}T'Obably reflected dilution frcrn coherent oscillation as well 
as mismatches at transfer to the Tevatron. 

A number of studies of the Tevatron beam admittance, 
sensitivity to operating point, x-y coupling and nonlinear 
fields were made, as well as measurements of the e function 
at specific locations. 1hese measi.rements 12

?
13 will oot be 

discussed here except to mention that the chrcxnaticity 
(Av-~Ap/p) at injection was found to be 40 units different 
frao expected. This could be explained by a time dependent 
change in the superconducting dip:Jles or about 1 unit or b2 

(sextup:>le field><10~ of dipole field at one inch). Since 
then this order of change has been ma.sured by negnetic 
measurement in the dipoles, but as yet a consif\tent 
explanation of the exact cause has not been foL11d. 

Present Status 

Turn on and recomnissioning: of the Accelerator complex 
is under way at this time. The Main Ring must be 



recoD'JDissioned with toth the 00 and 00 overpasses as well as 
a ne'W injection line from the Booster, and after extensive 
vaculJll work to insert the impedance vacullll sleeves. A niinber 
of comp::>nents have been changed in the Tevatron ln an attempt 
to replace n:e.gnets with low quench ctrrents, voltage to 
ground treakdown or vacuiin leaks. It is h:lped that the 
Tevatron will run at 900 GeV during the next year. The 
Collider test run i5'1 expected to start in December and during 
that time severe demands will be put on the reliability of 
the wOOle complex. It is hoped that by the end of the run in 
March 1987 that antiproton i:roguction rates of 1.5x1010 /hr 
and peak luminosities of 1029 cm· 2 sec~' can be achieved. 

III. LONG RANCE UPrnADE PROGlAM 

In a--der to maintain a .vital lone range colliding beam 
physics -p"ogram, it is necessary that the lllllioosity increase 
significantly each running period so that effectively higher 
energy constituent collisions can be explored. A rule of 
thumb adopted by the physics camrunity is that with each 
yearly run the Cl.ll'lulative integrated ll.lllinosity sh:luld double 
in order that new physics pctential can be effectively 
explored. It seems probable that the Fermilab Collider 
luminosity will reach saturation in 1990~1991 without a 
substantial upgrade to be completed by 1992. Intermediate 
steps, such as the low-6 quad design and a Linac energy 
upgrade, should benefit Collider and fixed target physics on 
a shorter time scale. 

three 
a) 
b) 
c) 

The upgrade )l"'Ogram J::resently under evaluation has 
goals. _ _ 
Ll.ll'linosity to 5x10! 1 cm 2 sec 1 • 

Pbar i:roduction rates to 4x10 11 pbar/hr. 
Intensity increase for fixed target operation. 

All areas of the accelerator are impacted. The injector and 
rain ring are being analyzed to determine an appropriate 
emittance imP"OVeroent ?"Ogram. The pbar source is being 
evaluated to determine the optiillJlrl plan for pbar production, 
and the feasibility of many bl.Ulch operation in the Tevatron 
is being evaluated in order to reach the lllllinosity goal. 

The Injector and Main Ring Upgrade 

The injector and Main Ring upgrade program is· focused 
on improvement of the beam quality, i.e .. lower emittance for 
present intensities, and increased intensity for presently 
obtained emittances. These goals should help OOth fixed 
target and collider operation. 

The Booster Space Charge Limit. It is believed that the 
transverse beam emittance is set by the space charge tLDle 
spread limit in the Booster at the start of acceleration 
after the beam has been bunched. The ttU'le S}read for a given 
bunch intensity divided by normalized emittance can be 
reduced by increasing the beam energy or decreasing the 
accelerator radius. After sane consideration, it has been 
decided to pursue an upgrade of the energy or the linac 
rather than the construction of an add! tional frebooster 
ring. A i:rebooster at say 1 /3 the radius of the booster 
would require three times the length of tiire to fill the main 
ring and add one more accelerator in an already complicated 
chain. A linac upgrade, especially if it can be done in 
stages, can benefit the i:rogram over a relatively short time 
period and in the long run lead to the total replacement of 
dated equipment. 

The Linac Upgrade can }roceed in stages. Most imp::irtant is 
the initial step of replacing the last half of the 200 MHz 
Alvarez accelerating tanks with 800 Miz side-coupled 
structures for an increase in kinetic energy from 200 MeV to 
atout !120 MeV. This change can be done in the existing 
building and without extensive modification to the injection 
line to the Booster. Sections of the side-coupled structure 
can be installed during normal maintenance and develoIXOe11t 
periods with a saoewhat longer period (six weeks) for the 
final ex>nversion. A change in 6Y2 from 0.833 to 1.516 would 

::~!:i: d~~~a::ac!n ch~~. of 1.8 based on tune shirt 

The second step would call for replacement of the 
i:reaccelerator with an RFQ and the replacement of the lower 
energy 200 lf{z tanks and RF power supplies with a 400 Miz 
S)'Btem and an il!lJl"Oved RF power source. The higher gradients 
achievable with the 400 Miz system would allow the side-
coupled structure to be moved upstream. Additional side
coupled cavities could then be added to make a 600 MeV linac 
of about the same length as the present 200 MeV linac. The 
transverse emittance would be 3'1f normalized (90%), or at:out 
one half the present value. This step would require 
considerable rework of the lx>oster injection line. 

The Main Ring. As extensive modification of the Main Ring 
has just been completed and as yet there is oo operating 
experience, any discussion of possible Main Ring or Booster 
uperade proerams will be deferred at this time. The issue 
here is whether a smaller radius Main Ring with higher 
injection fields could substantially imi:rove the overall 
performance. &I.ch a i:roposal l!JJSt be weighted against issues 
such as filling times for the Tevatron and targeting rep 
rates for P production. An alternative might be a fast 
cycling post Booster to inject into the i:resent Main Ring 
above transition. 

The Pbar Source Upgrade. The Pbar SoW"ce upgrade program 
has a goal of increasing the i:roctuction rate by a factor of 
four from lx10 11 /lv' to 4x10 11/hr. In order to achieve this 
the so\.l"ce targeting cycle rate would be increaf.ed a factor 
of 2 to 1 Hz average, and the nunber of pbar's entering the 
debuncher would also have to be increased a factor of two. 

Main Ring rep rate improvements can be achieved by 
multiple Booster batch acceleration and single batch 
extraction to the pbar i:roduction target. If six batches 
were accelerated together and extracted on flattop every 0.7 
sec, an average of 1 Hz could be obtained. 

The Pbar Production Target and Lithium Lens. At the pbar 
troductlon target higher yields can be obtained if either the 
proton beam siz.e is reduced or the beam current increased. 
In t:oth cases the peak energy density will increase beyond 
allowable limits unless the beam is swept across the target 
such that the peak energy density is no larger than the 
current rate, While such an approach is in )rinciple 
feasible, it is technically quite difficult. If pbar 1 s can 
be recovered from the Tevatron and recooled 1n a recovery 
ring, this might be a way of supplementing the p production. 
If 50% of the pbar's can be recovered and recooled, there 
would be no need to demand more frcrn the target system aside 
fran the higher repetition rate. 

The lithium lens cycle time can be increased from o. 5 
Hz to 1.4 Hz without reduced efficiency if the lens radius, 
R , is reduced while the gradient is increased such that 
mi:gnetic field at R

0 
is tU'lchanged. 

Cooling Systems. Cooling times in OOth the Debuncher and 
Accumulator will be reduced by the develo}lllent of higher 
bandwidth systems (4...S Qiz or 8-16 GHz instead of 1n2 or 2-1.1 
CHz). In addition, cooling power requirements in the 
Del:xmcher and AccLmJulator can be reduced by changing the gap 
of the pickups and kickers as the transverse beam emittance 
shrinks. 

In the Debuncher the traruivere.e cooling rate can also 
be increased by increasing n·1 /Y~-1 /Y2

• This can be 
accomplished with a Yt jLDDP scheme tnat would P"eserve 11 and 
the RF voltage requirement at injection time. An n increase 
or 1.5 times seems possible. 
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In the AccL1Dulator n~p/p must be reduced by a factor of 
~ so that Schottky bands at the revolution harnx:>nic cannot 
overlap in the bandwidth of the cooling system, since the 
bandwidth must increa..qe by four to accomoodate the faster 
stacking rate. Here n can be reduced a factor of 2 by using 
different gradients in the lattice quadrupoles. Reduction of 
.6.p/p of the stack by a factor of 2 is feasible although it 
will require i:recooling of the injected beam. 

AcclJllulation rates of qx10 11 /hr will b.lild up to the 



design instability threshold of 1012 particles in about two 
hours. Thus fills should be transferred f'ran the accllOulator 
to the Tevatron (or a high quality storage ring) at about 
this tire interval. It is planned that the beam will be 
unstacked and extracted in two loads of 12 bunches si::e,ced at 
the 7th subharroonic of 53 MHz. Each bunch will contain 
3x10 10 particles or a total of 0,7x10 12 particles per fill. 

A fill sequence will take place once every two hours and 
consists of replacing all of the i:roton.s and 1 /6 of the 
antiµ"otow. 

The Tevatron Collider Upgrade 

The Collider upgrade has a goal of 
5x10 11 cm"'"2 sec- 1 luminosity. Table VI lists the tentative 
parameterf'.. The main features of the design are as follows: 

l...ow--6 * of 1 /2 meter or less. High gradient 20 kG/ cm 
quadrup::iles will be designed with a 3-inch in.side diameter. 
Research on NbTi superconductor with ternary tantalum (Ta) 
will be developed. The quadrupoles will be designed to 
operate at 2K with a fall back to 1l! kG/cm at 4.2K. The 
api;:ropriate cryostat and refrigeration system must be 
developed. If a• of less than 1/2m can be obtained this will 
reduce requirements on pbar i:roduction. 

Separators. Electrostatic separators, on either side of each 
IR, mu.st be used to reduce the number of collision points and 
the head on beam-beam tune shift. The separators might be 
placed in the region of the low-6 quads, but even so there 
will be three collisions at each IR region, one at 6* and two 
adjacent satellites. Separation will be in both planes 
i;:roducing a "Double Helix" of COlD'lter-rotating beams 
spiraling about one another. The long range bealD""'beam tune 
shift and multip::ile fields i:roduced by the Coulomb field mu.st 
be evaluated. 

TABLE VI UPOODE PROGlAM 

' 
Bunches B 
B* 

.illhit (1025
) 

( 1 oso) 

Design goal (10' 0
) 

Bunch spacing 
Harmonic nl.IDber 
BNp (10 13

) 

~Npbars (10 13
) 

E Acc1.111ulation rate 
p Accunulation tire 

to refill 
Accl.Dllulator intensity 
Fill interval 
Beadtbeam tune shift 

head on 

5x10 1 0 

2 1 /2xt0 10 

12vx10- 6m with growth to 20rr 
0.5-1.0 eV-s with growth to 

3 eV sec 
20-30 cm with growth to 

60 cm 
144 
1/2-1/4 m 
1 max reduction with growth 
68 max reduction with growth 
50 
132 ns 
1113/7-159 
0.7 
0.35 
4x1011 /tu" 
10 hr minilID.lll'l 

10 12 max 
_2 hr (24 pbar bunches) 
0.018 3 crossings per IR 

Intra-beam Scattering growth times will be important. The 
bunch length growth especially is expected to be rapid. One 
feature of the parameters chosen is the unequal proton and 
anti!l"oton blU'lctrintensities and the plan that all P"Oton.s 
will be replaced every fill cycle (_2 hours), whereas pbars 
mu.st last for six cycles. Thus, tOOugh protons are twice as 
intense they should suffer less degradation. The p::itential 
of a pbar recovery ring or bunch beam cooling will be 
evaluated. 

At this time the upgrade program is in its infancy. 
Feasibility studies and real design work is yet to begin. 
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C08t benefit evaluations as well as technical difficulty will 
be important in determining which options are pursued. For 
the i:resent the first !X'iority must be the reco11JJ1issioning 
and increasing of the liininosity by the factor of ior. to 
reach the µ"esent TeV I design goal. 

The Antiproton Source and Collider corrmissioning tire 
last year was a DIOSt exciting, if exhausting, experience. 
The enthusia.."llTI and expertise of all of the Antijl"'oton Source 
Deµir'tment and Accelerator Division personnel, as well as the 
CDF experiments, was most imJl"'essive. A paper like this can 
only reflect the ideas, work, and accomplishments or the 
WOOle team and in oo way should be construed to be a personal 
effort. In particular, material for this paper was obtained 
fran G.Dugan, J.McCarthy, J.Peoples, J,Harriner 1 R.Johnson, 
D.Finley, P.Martin and D.Edwarcis. 
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TABLE 

Design 

1 ) MR Inten~ity 2E12 
2) Flux of p to 1Q728 (22E7 

4.8% AQ/p 55x3cn-x10-'m 
Flux of p to 1Q728 7E7 

into 2D'n'x1 o 6 m 
3) E Captured in Debuncher 7E7 
4) p in Debuncher After 7E7 

_ Transverse Cooling 
5) p to Accwmtl.ator on 7E7 

_ Inject Orbit 
6) p Decelerated to Stack 7E7 

Tail 
7) p Cooled into Core in 6E7 

Accumulator 
8) Number Target eye/hr 1800 

{2 sec eye) 

Total ~/hr 11E1 O/hr 
Total p 5E11 

+ 
Individual/Cumulative 

*More if multiple target per MR cycle. 
**Depends on cycle time and intensity 

TABLE rv '!'EV OOLLII£R HISTORY AND OOA!B 

Pbar Extracted from 
Accum..i.lator/Bunch 

Pbar HR Tran81D.ission 
Pbar Coaleecing Efficiency 
Pbar Tr8.rullllission f'rCl!l 

fill to TeV 800 GeV 

P Coale&etng Efficiency 
P Stored/Bunch 
Pbar Stored/Bunch 
Humber of' Bunches 
Tr~verse Em:ittan£e 95S 

Hc;ina.11U?d (w•10 •m) 
Bunch Length Lumioosi ty 

Reduction 
Llninosity 

Pbar Acclml\J.lation Rate 
Average HinilllJI!l Storage 

Time Required rrooi 
Pbar Production Rate 

TABLE V 

Bunch Liretime 

Total Current Liretime 
Bunch Intem:iity 

Bunch Length (FWHM) 

Longitudinal Growth cr /p 
Vertical Emittance p 

crowth 
Horizntl Emittance 

Growth 
EN (10- 6 ) Horizontal 

( 95%) Vertical 

Aprroxi- Cbals 
mate Winter 

Design Oct 85 ~ 86-87 

_E9 60 2. 7£10 

0.1 10 3/G 
_0.15 6 1/2 
1/2 2 

0.2-0.~ 3 1 /2 
6E10 2E10 3 l!E10 
6E10 Few E6 _Eli 1E10 
3•3 ,., 3 3•3 
2• 15-50 ,_, 2• 

0.8 1.2 0.9 

E30 Few E2li Few E5 E29 

11xE10/hr E9/hr 1 .5•E10/hr 
2 hr 5-6 hr 

TEV PROTON STORAGE DATA 

150 (EV 800 GEV LOW-BETA DESICll 

2.6 hr >70 hr 
(2E10) (0.7E10) 
>6 hr 
4E10 max 2E10 6E10 

Typical 
5 ns 3 ns 
(2E10) 
5J hr 2% 

<6J/hr <12J/hr <2.3J/hr 5% 

(1QJ/hr 5% 
(211/hr) 
30-60. 24• 
15-50. 24• 

II PBAR PRODUCTION MISSING 
FACTORS AND GOALS 

Missing Goal 
Factor+ Winter Missing+ 

Oct 85 Stages 86-87 ~ 

1E12 212 1.5E12 1.33/1.33 
3.8E7 316) 8E7 

2.3E7 1.5/3 5E7 1/1.33 

3.5E6 7120 4E7 1.33/1. 77 
3.1E6 1.13122 

3E6 1.04/23 3E7 1.3312.35 

1.7E6 1.8/41 2.4E7 1.25/2.9 

1E6 1.35/60 1.2E7 1.67**/4.9 

720 2.5/150 1200* 1.5/7.3 
(5 sec) (3 sec eye) 

0.7E9/hr 1 .5E10/hr 
1 E10 10E10 

FIL[ C~T•R49J.DAT 13-0CT-198~ 93,,...1 
t1•• •"•'Ill 

I .. I 11 . 
2 

! 

<.' 

• ... 
Figure 1 80 Colliding Detector event. 
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Figure 2 Operations activity showing construction and commissioning time for the Tevatron. 
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Figure 4 Antiprotons in the Accumulator showing 
accumulation rate and shots extracted for Collider 
commissioning. 
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Figure 5 Simultaneous acceleration of protons and 
antiprotons in the Main Ring with loss of anti protons 
at transition and coalescence time. 
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Figure 3. The Fermilab Tevatron and Anti proton Source. 
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